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First Phonics Studio
First Phonics Studio helps children build basic phonics skills through hands-on sorting 
and word building activities. There are two levels of First Phonics activities. Level I 
focuses on beginning-consonant sounds, final-consonant sounds, and medial short-
vowel sounds. Level II moves on to spelling patterns in long vowel words as well as 
consonant digraphs. For both levels, children work through a carefully sequenced set of 
activities using magnetic pictures and letter tiles on a specially designed magnet board. 
With First Phonics Studio, children build skills over time, first listening for matching 
sounds in words, then connecting sounds to the letters that represent them, and finally 
spelling the words.

First Phonics Level I
Picture Tiles in First Phonics Level I (with blue borders) include examples for each 
beginning sound, each medial short-vowel sound, and the most common final-
consonant sounds, as well as 15 pairs of rhyming words. All are phonetically spelled, 
single-syllable, short-vowel words that students can spell with the letter tiles. Children 
can easily check their work by turning over the picture tiles to see the words spelled out 
on the back. 

The Letter Tiles for Level I are color-coded to help teachers set up the activities with 
ease. Vowels are red. Beginning consonants are blue and green. Final consonants are 
green and purple. 

First Phonics Level II
Picture Tiles in First Phonics Level II (with green borders) include examples for each 
of the long vowel sounds and each of the most common consonant digraphs. Vowel 
spelling patterns include final silent e and vowel pairs ai, ea, ee, oa, oo and ou. Children 
sort by sound using the picture side of the tiles. They sort by spelling patterns using the 
word side of the tiles. 

Like Level I, the Letter Tiles in Level II are color-coded. All the single consonants and 
consonant pairs are black. All the vowels and vowel pairs are red. 
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First Phonics Folder
The First Phonics Folder features a sorting mat on one side and a word builder mat 
on the other. Depending on the activity, you will use one side or the other. While 
using the materials, the folder can be laid f lat on a desk or table, or set up tent-like for 
demonstration purposes. The folder was especially designed so that all the magnetic 
materials, either Level I or Level II, can be stored securely in one place.  

First Phonics Activities
The activities described in this guide represent a systematic sequence of progressively 
more challenging phonics concepts. In the first section (pages 5–16), children work 
exclusively with First Phonics Level I magnetic pictures and letter tiles. In the second 
section (pages 18–29), children use the Level II magnetic pictures and letter tiles. Tiles 
and pictures are color-coded to help you keep these two sets separate. At the end of 
each section is a paper and pencil assessment. 
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90
 Level I   Activity 1: Rhyming Words

In this activity, students find pictures of rhyming words. 

Preparation 
Mix up a set of rhyming picture words and place them on the First Phonics magnet 
board, picture side up. 

Sequence 
Start with easier pairs of rhyming words and progress to more complex rhymes and  
sets of three rhyming words.

Directions 
Find pictures of words that rhyme. When you find a pair or group, turn over the pictures 
to see if the word endings match. Continue until you match up all possible tiles. 

 RhymIng WoRDS LISt

 Set 1

	 bed	 cap	 fan	 jet	 mop	 pen	 pig	 sub
	 red	 map	 van	 net	 top	 ten	 wig	 tub
 Set 2
 drum	 king	 nest	 box	 bug	 cat	 dog
	 gum	 ring	 vest	 fox	 jug	 hat	 frog
	 	 	 	 	 mug	 rat	 log
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90
 Level I   Activity 2: Rhyming Lotto

Play a game of rhyming lotto with the picture tiles. 

Preparation
Have the children set up a 4 × 4 array of picture tiles using any of the pictures in their 
sets. Each child’s arrangement will be different. 

Directions
I will call out words. Look at your pictures. If you have a word that rhymes, turn over  
that picture. The first person to turn over all his or her tiles wins. 

WoRD LISt FoR RhymIng Lotto

wed	(bed,	red)
rug	(bug,	jug,	mug)
us	(bus)
nap	(cap,	map)
sat	(cat,	hat,	rat)
rib	(crib)
up	(cup)
fog	(dog,	frog,	log)
hum	(drum,	gum)
pan	(fan,	van)
tag	(flag)
socks	(box,	fox)

lift	(gift)
jam	(ham)
band	(hand)
met	( jet,	net)
sing	(ring,	king)
beg	(leg)
tips	(lips)
ask	(mask)
hop	(mop,	top)
best	(nest,	vest)
cut	(nut)
men	(pen,	ten)

dig	(pig,	wig)
win	(pin)
hot	(pot)
tilt	(quilt)
rub	(sub,	tub)
dad	(sad)
fix	(six)
run	(sun)
back	(yak)
dip	(zip)	
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90
 Level I   Activity 3: Letter/Sound Matching

Finding pictures to match letters is the focus of this activity. 

Preparation 
Place a letter of the alphabet on the First Phonics magnet board. Have available 
the set of picture tiles or a subset of them. 

Sequence 
Start with beginning consonant sounds (blue and green letters), then ending 
consonants (green letters and the purple x), then vowels (red letters). 

Directions 
Find pictures of things that begin with (end with, contain) this letter. You can  
turn over the tiles to check. 

Extension 
Challenge the children to find pictures that contain the sound anywhere in the 
word. For example, the letter s can be found at the beginning of the word sub, in 
the middle of the word nest, and at the end of the word lips. 

b
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90
 Level I   Activity 4: Sound Sorting

In this activity, students sort pictures by the sounds they hear in the words. 

Preparation 
Place five letter tiles in the label spaces at the top of the sorting mat. Place appropriate 
picture tiles on the magnet board above the sorting mat. You might want to make 
copies of the sorting mat for students to record their sorts. 

Sequence
Start with the beginning consonants (blue and green tiles), moving from easiest  
to hardest, then go to ending consonants (green and purple tiles), and then vowels 
(red tiles).  

Beginning Consonants

 Sort 1: b		 m	 r	 s	 t
 Sort 2: c	 f	 h	 n	 p
 Sort 3: d	 g	 j	 k	 l
 Sort 4: q	 v	 w	 y	 z

Directions 
Say the word for each picture to yourself and listen for the sound you hear at the 
beginning (end, middle) of the word. Place the tile in the column to match the 
letter that represents the sound. You can turn over the tiles to check your work. 
(Optional: Record your sorts on a copy of the sorting mat.)

a e i o u

Ending Consonants

 Sort 5: b		 d	 m	 s	 t
 Sort 6: g	 k	 n	 p	 x

medial Vowels

 Sort 7: a	 e	 i	 o	 u
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90
 Level I   Activity 5: Odd One Out

All the pictures have the same letter/sound except one. Which picture 
doesn’t belong? 

Preparation 
Display groups of about five pictures, all but one of which begin with the 
same letter. 

Directions 
Look at the pictures in each group. Which begin with the same letter? 
Remove the picture tile that doesn’t belong. 

Extension 
Have the children use letter tiles to label the groups after they take out the 
picture that doesn’t belong. 
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90
 Level I   Activity 6: Letter Match

Students find letters on the word builder in this activity. 

Preparation 
Place the letter tiles in the lower area of the word builder mat in alphabetical 
order. Choose picture tiles that each begin with a different letter and place them  
in the space above the word builder. 

Directions  
Find the letter tile that represents the beginning sound in each picture. Put the 
letter next to the picture. Turn over the picture tile to check your work. 
 

Extension 
You can repeat the activity with final consonants or medial vowels. 

p d

t a
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90
 Level I   Activity 7: How Many Sounds?

In this activity, children sort pictures by the number of sounds they hear in the word. 

Preparation
Use any of the pictures except those with the confusing letters x, ng, and qu:

	 	 box	 fox	 king	 ring	 quilt	 six

Place the pictures on the magnet boards, picture side up. 

Directions
Say each word to yourself slowly. How many sounds do you hear? Put the words  
in two groups: those that have three sounds and those that have four sounds. 
When you are finished sorting the words by number of sounds, turn over the tiles  
to check your work. The number of letters should match. 

net	
bed
bug
bus
cap
cat
cup
dog
fan
gum
ham
hat
jet

jug	
leg
log
map
mop
mug
nut
pen
pig
pin
pot
rat
red

sad
sub
sun
ten
top
tub
van
web
wig
yak
zip

crib
desk
drum
flag
frog
gift
hand
lips
mask
nest
vest

  thREE SoUnDS FoUR SoUnDS
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90
 Level I   Activity 8: Letter Bingo

Here’s an enjoyable way to use the magnetic pictures for letter/sound practice. 

Preparation 
Lay out picture tiles to form a 4 × 4 array. Use a different 4 × 4 arrangement of 
picture tiles on each child’s magnet board. Have ready a stack of letter tiles in 
mixed order. You will say the letters in the stack one at a time. Keep the ones you 
name in a separate place for checking, if desired. 

Directions 
Look for a picture that contains the letter of the alphabet I name. The letter can 
be at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end of the word. If you find a picture 
that contains the letter, turn it over. The first person to turn over a full row or 
column of pictures wins. 

Note: Keep this set of tiles together for the next activity.
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90
 Level I   Activity 9: See It. Say It.

Children use what they have learned to read the words.

Preparation    
Turn the picture tiles from Activity 8 word side up for this activity.

Directions
Try to read each word. You know the sounds represented by the letters. Now
blend the sounds together to read the words.
 
When you think you have read the word correctly, turn the tile over to check.  
If you are correct, put the tile, picture side up, on your magnet board. 

Extension
Have the children look through the words and find ones that differ in only one  
letter. Have them read the pairs of words. How are the two words read differently?

onE-ChAngE WoRDS

bed	 red	 cat	 rat	 mop	 map
box	 fox	 cup	 cap	 nest	 vest
bug	 jug	 dog	 log	 nut	 net
bug	 mug	 fan	 van	 pen	 ten
bug	 bus	 ham	 hat	 pen	 pin
cap	 map	 jet	 net	 pig	 wig
cap	 cat	 king	 ring	 pig	 pin
cap	 cup	 log	 leg	 sub	 tub
cat	 hat	 mop	 top	 sub	 sun
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90
 Level I   Activity 10: Word Building

Students build three- and four-letter words to match pictures. Then they turn over 
the tiles to check. 

Preparation 
Place the letter tiles on the word builder mat in alphabetical order. The selected 
magnetic picture tiles go above the word builder mat, picture side up. Have paper 
and pencil ready. 

Sequence 
Start with three-letter words with the same vowel sound, such as bed, net, pen, and 
so on. Eventually progress to words with more than three letters and mixed vowel 
sounds, such as desk, gift, drum. 

Directions 
Use the letter tiles to build the word for each picture. Turn the picture tile over to 
check that the spelling is correct. Record each of the words you spelled correctly 
on a piece of paper. If you were unable to spell the word correctly, place the picture 
tile back on the board and try another tile. Continue until you have spelled all the 
words correctly.

Extension 
Have the students use the letter tiles to spell other similar words you name. 

m o p
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90
 Level I   Activity 11: One-Change Words

What is the difference between cat and cut? Just one letter! 

Preparation 
Set up the word builder with letters in alphabetical order. Display pairs of pictures 
that are spelled the same except for one letter. Build one of the words with letter tiles. 

Sequence  
Start with rhyming words that are different in only one initial consonant (see Activity 
1), then introduce words that are different in final consonant or medial vowel. 

Changed final consonant:  Changed vowel: 

	 	 sub	–	sun	 	 cap	–	cup	
	 	 bug	–	bus	 	 log	–	leg
	 	 cap	–	cat	 	 pen	–	pin
	 	 ham	–	hat	 	 nut	–	net
	 	 pin	–	pig	 	 mop	–	map

Directions 
Change just one letter in the word to make the new word. 

Extension  
Have students build a series of one-change words with the letter tiles.  
For example, starting with the word cat, students could build each of 
the following words by changing just one letter.

	 cat	 bat	 bet	 bed	 bad	 sad	 sat	 sit	 six	 fix	 fox

s u b
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90
 Level I   Activity 12: Word Addition and Subtraction 

In this activity, children build the pictured word, then change it by  
adding or removing a letter. 

Preparation
Set up the word builder with the letters in alphabetical order. Display  
the picture tiles above the word builder, picture side up.

Directions
I will give you a word. Find that picture and build the word on your word builder.  
You can look on the back of the tile to make sure you have spelled it correctly.  
Then I will tell you a letter to add or take away. Read the new word. 

Set 1: take away a letter. 

crib	-	c	=	rib
nest	-	s	=	net
vest	-	s	=	vet
frog	-	r	=	fog
hand	-	h	=	and
lips	-	s	=	lip

Set 2: Add a letter at the beginning. 

f	+	lips	=	flips
s	+	pin	=	spin
b	+	rat	=	brat
s	+	pot	=	spot
b	+	ring	=	bring
s	+	top	=	stop
t	+	wig	=	twig

r i b
c
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90
 Level I   Paper and Pencil Assessment

End the work with the First Phonics Studio with an assessment of progress. The 
words represent all the letter/sounds presented at this level. 

Assessment
Read each of the words below and say it in a sentence. Have the children write each 
word on paper. 

Checking their Work
Use the results of the assessment to tailor further instruction to an individual child’s 
needs. Record errors, both the letter and its position in the word, then check with 
the child to see if the error is repeated. If so, work with the child to correct the 
misunderstanding, and provide more practice with the skill. 

	 1.	 bit
	 2.	 pal
	 3.	 won
	 4.	 dug
	 5.	 vet
	 6.	 zap
	 7.	 cub
	 8.	 fix
	 9.	 hop
	10.	 kept	

	11.	 job
	12.	 rig
	13.	 next
	14.	 yum
	15.	 zap
	16.	 tusk
	17.	 gas
	18.	 lid
	19.	 mob
	20.	 spend

	 Joseph

	 1.	bit
	 2.	pal
	 3.	won
	 4.	dug
	 5.	vet
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90
 Level II  Activity 1: Words That Rhyme

Now students begin work with Level II pictures. In this activity, they search for 
pictures of words that rhyme.

Preparation
Place all of the Level II picture tiles, picture side up, on the First Phonics Folder. 

Directions
Find pairs of words that rhyme. Look at the back to see if the spelling at the end of 
each word is the same or different.

Extension
Point out that boat, goat, coat, and note all have the same ending sound but there 
are two spellings: oat and ote. Likewise, there are two spellings for the rhyming 
words meat and feet (eat and eet). There are also two spellings for the words cane, 
plane, chain, rain, and train (ane and ain). Explain to the children that it will be 
necessary for them to memorize the spellings for these words. 
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90
 Level II  Activity 2: Consonant Digraphs

Students find pictures for words that contain the letter/sounds ch, sh, th, and wh.

Preparation
Set out all the words with consonant digraphs above the sorting mat, picture side up. (See 
below.) Use the cluster tiles ch, sh, th, and wh as labels on the sorting mat. 

Directions
Find pictures of words that have consonants with these sounds at the beginning or end of the 
word. After you sort, you can check your work by turning over the tiles.

ch sh th wh
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90
 Level II  Activity 3: Sorting by Long Vowel Sound

Sorting by long vowel sound is the focus of this activity.

Preparation
Place some or all of the picture tiles, picture side up, above the sorting mat. Have ready the 
five letter tiles a, e, i, o, and u.

Directions
Find four words that share the same vowel sound. Place them in a column on the sorting 
mat. Label the column with the letter/sound. 

Extension
Have the children turn over the tiles in each column. Ask them whether the vowel spelling 
pattern in each of the words is the same or different. 

a e i o u
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90
 Level II  Activity 4: Soft and Hard Sounds  

This activity focuses children’s attention on the two sounds represented by the letters c and g: 
the hard c and g as in coat and goat and the soft sounds in words like mice and cage. 

Preparation
Turn all the tiles word side up and place them above the sorting mat. 

Directions
Find all the words that contain the letter c. Read the word. (You can look at the picture if you 
need to.) Place the words that have the same sound for c together in a column of the sorting 
mat. Read the words.

Then do the same for words that contain the letter g. 

Extension
Ask the children what they notice about the words with soft and hard sounds. Is there a 
pattern? Explain that the consonant has the soft sound in words in which the letter c or g 
is followed by e or i. The consonant has the hard sound in words in which the letter g or c 
is followed by a, o, or u.

c
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90

 Level II  Activity 5: Final Silent e Pattern
Words with final silent e are the focus of this activity. 

Preparation
Turn all the tiles word side up above the sorting mat. Use the letter tiles a, e, i, o, 
and u to label the columns of the sorting mat. 

Directions
Find all the words that end in e. Sort the words in the columns by the other vowel 
in the word. Read the words.

Extension
Have the children remove the words that have two vowels at the end of the word 
(ie, ee, and ue). Look at the remaining words. Point out that all of these words end 
in a vowel-consonant-e pattern. Explain that these CVCe words follow a common 
spelling pattern in the English language. 

Note: Keep this set of words together for the next activity. 

cage

cane

lace

plane

bee

three

snake

five

kite

mice

bone

cone

rope

throne

cube

tube

blue

a e i o u

glueslide

notepie
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90
 Level II  Activity 6: Spelling CVCe Words

Now the children use the letter tiles to build words that end in final silent e. 

Preparation
Place all the words that have a CVCe pattern above the word builder. The 
tiles should be picture side up this time. Letter tiles a-z should go on the word 
builder. 

Directions
Build each of the words with letter tiles. When you are finished building, turn 
over the picture tiles to check. 

	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	

Extension
Have the children build each word in the first column below. Then have them 
remove the final e and read the word. What word do they have now? How has 
the spelling pattern changed? How has the sound changed? 

b o n e
f i v e
s n a k e

cane	 			can
plane	 			plan
kite	 			kit
slide	 			slid

cube	 			cub
tube	 			tub
note	 			not
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90
 Level II  Activity 7: Vowel Twins

Children find words with vowel twins ee and oo. 

Preparation
Set out all the picture tiles, word side up, above the sorting mat. Use the 
vowel pair tiles ee and oo as labels for the columns.

Directions
Find words that have vowel twins ee and oo. Read the words. 

ooee
moon

boot

feet

green

stool	jeep
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90
 Level II  Activity 8: Vowel Pairs

Vowel Pairs
Children find words with vowel pairs ai, ea, oa, and ou. 

Preparation
Set out all the picture tiles, word side up above the sorting mat. Use the vowel pair 
tiles ai, ea, oa, and ou as labels for the columns.

Directions
Find examples of words that contain each vowel pair and place them in that column 
on your sorting mat. Read the words. You can turn the tiles over to check.

bead

leaf

pail

rain

meat
train

couch

cloud

boat

coat

mouth

soap

road

seal

eaai ouoa
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90
 Level II  Activity 9: Building Words with Vowel Pairs

Now the children use letter and cluster tiles to build words with vowel pairs. 

Preparation
Place all the words that have vowel pairs ai, ea, ou, and oa above the word builder. The tiles 
should be picture side up this time. Letter tiles a-z should go on the word builder. 

Directions
Build each of the words with letter tiles. When you are finished building, turn over the 
picture tiles to check. 

Extension
Have the children build each word in the first column below with single letter tiles. Then 
have them remove the second vowel in the vowel pair. What word do they have now? How 
has the spelling pattern changed? How has the sound changed? 

	 	 	 goat	 		got
	 	 	 road	 		rod
	 	 	 bead	 		bed
	 	 	 meat	 		met
	 	 	 rain	 		ran
 

s e a l
s o a p
t r a i n
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90
 Level II  Activity 10: Sorting by Sound

Students find words with common vowel sounds and sort the words by  
spelling pattern. 

Preparation
Place all the tiles, picture side up, above the sorting mat. 

Directions
Find all the words that have the same vowel sound. Sort the words into groups 
showing the different spelling patterns. For long e, for example, you will have the 
ea pattern and the ee pattern.

ea ee
leaf

meat

feet

green

three

	jeep
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90
 Level II  Activity 11: Sorting Words

Students sort the words by spelling pattern. 

Preparation 
Place all the tiles, word side up, above the sorting mat. 

Directions
Find all the words that contain the vowel a, then sort the words by spelling pattern.

	 	 ai	 ea	 oa	 a-e

Then do the same for the other vowels (e, i, o, and u). Find words that contain the 
vowel, and then sort by spelling pattern.

Extension
Do this activity with Level I tiles for added benefit. For the a sort, for example, there 
would be five columns: a, ai, ea, oa, and a-e. 

a
e
i
o

u
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90
 Level II  Activity 12: Building Words

Students build the words to match pictures, then turn over the tiles to check. 

Preparation 
Tiles should be picture side up for this activity. Place letter tiles alphabetically 
on the word builder. Have the cluster tiles available for spelling words with 
vowel pairs and consonant digraphs. 

Directions
Place picture tiles one by one on the word builder. Build the word with letter 
tiles. Then turn the tile over to check. Put words you know in a pile. Put words 
you don’t know how to spell back so that you can practice building those words 
again. There are often two ways you can spell the words phonetically, so it is 
often necessary to memorize which spelling pattern to use.

s n a k e
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90
 Level II  Paper and Pencil Assessment

Use the following paper and pencil assessment to check understanding of concepts 
taught in Level II. 

Assessment
Read each of the words below and say it in a sentence. Tell  
the children what vowel pattern is followed, as indicated.  
Have the children write each word on paper.

	 silent e pattern

		 mile	 shave	 tune	 slope	 	
		 froze	 huge	 white	 game

	 vowel pairs

  paid	 bean	 coach	 south	
		 wait	 goal	 cheat	 loud

	 vowel twins

		 booth	 weed	 soon		 feel

Checking their Work
Use the results of the assessment to tailor further instruction to the individual  
child’s needs. Record errors, noting the type (consonant digraph, vowel pattern,  
and so on). Test the child on similar words to see if the error pattern is repeated.  
If so, work with the child to correct the misunderstanding, and provide more 
practice with the skill. 

	 Carolyn

	 1.	mile
	 2.	shave
	 3.	tune
	 4.	slope
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90

n nest net nut
p pen pig pin pot
q quilt
r rat red ring
s sad six sub sun
t ten top tub
v van vest
w web wig 
y yak
z zip

 Level I   Words 

Beginning Consonants
b bed box bug bus
c cap cat crib cup
d desk dog drum
f fan f lag fox frog
g gift gum 
h ham hand hat
j jet jug
k king
l leg lips log
m map mask mop mug

medial Vowels
a cap cat fan f lag ham hand hat map mask rat sad van yak
e bed desk jet leg nest net pen red ten vest web
 i crib gift king lips pig pin quilt ring six wig zip
o box dog fox frog log mop pot top 
u bug bus cup drum gum jug mug nut sub sun tub

Final Consonants
b crib sub tub web
d bed hand red sad
g bug dog f lag frog jug king leg log mug pig ring wig
k desk mask yak 
m drum gum ham
n fan pen pin sun ten van
p cap cup map mop top zip
s bus lips
t cat gift hat jet nest net nut pot quilt rat vest
x box fox six

Rhyming Words
bed red
box fox
fan van 
jet net
king ring

bug jug mug
cap map
cat hat rat
dog frog log
drum gum

mop top
nest vest
pen ten
pig wig
sub tub
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90
 Level II  Words
Consonant Digraphs

ch chain chair couch
sh shape sheep
th three throne tooth mouth
wh whale wheel

Vowel twins
ee bee three feet green sheep jeep wheel 
oo tooth spoon stool moon boot broom

Final Silent e Pattern
a-e cage cane lace plane snake whale shape gate
i-e five kite mice  slide pie tie 
o-e bone cone rope throne note  
u-e cube tube blue glue 

Vowel Pairs
ai chain pail rain snail train chair
ea bead leaf meat seal ear 
oa boat coat goat road soap 
ou cloud couch mouth

Soft Consonants
c lace mice  
g cage
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